
1. Fixtures:  
 

● Confirm club contacts and rules for rearranging. Can a Saturday be moved to Sunday for extenuating 
circumstances (MYG/TT ground unavailability). All games must be played in the original week.  
Agreed by all 
 

● Date for all to be arranged? Would suggest Sunday April 23rd, any fixtures after that date cannot be moved 
and must be conceded, if not able to play. No rearrangements in Season even if by agreement by captains. 
Deadline for any fixture changes to be sent to Brendan agreed as April 23rd 
 

● All clubs must respond to initial emails about fixtures by a fixed date. Even if the answer is a no. 
Agreed responses to club requests is the 7th April. This is to allow clubs to book alternate venues if 
required. It is the responsibility of each club's fixture contact to speak to their own team captains. 
 

  
2. Confirm start times and when the toss must be completed: 
 

● Weekend - 12pm (can by agreement move 11am -1pm) toss 15 minutes before the start. Agreed 
● Midweek - 6pm (can by agreement be 6.15) toss is 15 minutes before the start. Agreed 

  
If a team doesn’t conform to the above, they should be reported to the senior committee.  
 

● It was also agreed that teams are to be downloaded onto play cricket by the toss at the latest. Most clubs 
would prefer sooner but are aware it may be a challenge for some. This will be reviewed throughout the 
season.  

  
3. Umpires courses: 
 

● Clubs to provide a list of qualified umpires.  Course availability for those interested will be sent out by CDO  
It was mentioned that clubs should aspire to have at least one qualified umpire for premiership games for 
the 2024 season. Would need to be agreed at the executive and linked to club membership if it went 
ahead. 

  
4. Coaching courses: 
 

● ICC level 1 for those that have completed the foundation course - dates April 30th & May 21st. Please email 
Greig at the following address to confirm your place. cdo@iomcricket.co.uk Clubs encouraged and reminded 
of the ICC education app. A second course may be available in Oct/Nov 

  
5. Play Cricket and the use of iPads/phones for scoring - discuss fines/points –  
  

● All teams (home and away) must provide an iPad/Phone to score on, teams not doing so will be:  
● 1st offence – warned 
● 2nd offence – Financial penalty – Agree amount (£25 suggested – thoughts?) 
● 3rd offence – 2 point deduction - Midweek 

● 3rd offence - 10 point deduction - Weekend 
 
The above was unanimously agreed. A side note was made to ensure the batting team complete the scoring on 
BOTH iPads. - If an ipad fails/stops then there is a back up, there will be no sanction if an ipad issue arises during a 
game. All clubs asked to complete an iPad audit and raise any issues prior to the season. 
  
  
5b) Live scoring – It is hoped all clubs would endeavour to do this and it should be a priority for commencement 
2024 - It was suggested that this become a league requirement for future years (2024 onwards) - Would need to 
be agreed at the executive and linked to club membership if it went ahead. 
 
5c) Uploading Results:  
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● Each club team should upload the result on the same day/night.  

Clubs have raised issues with score cards being locked by other users - can we look to disable the lock 
function to allow uploading of the card? If an issue does arise then the team attempting to notify the 
result needs to let Brendan/Greig know. 

● Full scorecard within 24 hours. 
● Checked off and saved by both teams within 72 hours. 

  
Each club must ensure any details are agreed and changes made by the club within 3 days of the game.  
Each club will have a person responsible for declaring the scorecard correct to their knowledge.  
  
The system administrator will then lock the scorecard down after 7 days so no more alterations can be made. When 
checking the scorecards the administrator will note if it has been saved per club. 
   
Failure of clubs to do this will incur the following penalties: 
  

● 1st offence – warned 

● 2nd offence – Financial penalty – Agree amount (£25 suggested – thoughts?) 
● 3rd offence – 2 point deduction - Midweek 

● 3rd offence - 10 point deduction - Weekend 
  

All of the above has been agreed by all clubs assuming the issue with the lock function is resolved. 
 
6. Live streaming update from Tim Eve (if available) 
 
Tim has given an update on the feedback received from all clubs and has suggested a sub committee is formed to 
look specifically at live streaming. This subcommittee should have a representative from every club and the names 
should be passed directly to Tim at the following address: tim.eve@btinternet.com  
 
The hope is this season we will have some live streamed games but clubs have been asked to look at their 
membership and see if forms can be adapted to give permission for live streaming. This year any club or 
individuals that haven’t consented or don’t want to consent will have their rights respected. 
 
However, in line with the IOMCA digital strategy it is a target to have live streaming as a part of the league and 
again this could potentially be included in the IOMCA club membership in the future. 
 
 
7. AOB 
 

Castletown have notified the Senior committee that they are going to withdraw their 3rd team from the midweek 

league. This decision wasn’t taken lightly and is due to the current lack of experienced cricketers to help run that 

team. The large number of juniors that they have will still be able to play cricket through the junior league 

structure. 

It was agreed that fixtures would not be redone for the division and clubs will have a free week when they were 

due to play Castletown thirds 

 

 

Action from point number Action to be taken By Whom 

1 A) Clubs to acknowledge 
requests for fixture changes 
by April 7th. 

Clubs fixture secretary (person 
tasked with sorting fixtures) 
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B) Fixture changes agreed and 
sent to Brendan by April 
23rd. 

Clubs fixture secretary (person 
tasked with sorting fixtures) 

2. Notify captains of start times and 
toss times. 

Clubs 

3. Notify CDO of qualified umpires Clubs 

4. Notify CDO of coaching requests Clubs 

5. A) Check functionality of Play-
cricket locked by other user 
function. 

B) Inform captains of play-
cricket expectations 

C) Elect someone responsible 
for declaring scorecards 
correct 

CDO/Brendan 
 
 
Clubs 
 
Clubs 

6. A) Set up Live-streaming 
subcommittee  

B) Select a club committee rep 
for live-streaming and send 
to Tim 

Tim  
 
Clubs 

7. Remove Castletown C from the 
league fixtures 

Brendan 

.  


